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Auto Management Devices
Auto management and diagnostic tools within the brand “SailTech” constituted with the
partnership of Akarsubaşı Software and Nitro Bilişim are produced. As local technology
companies producing M2M devices with years of experience, we offer non-stop service
since 2010.
We owe you our entity that is developing and continuing its existence. Your continuous
interest that you have been showing to our services since 2010 honors us. With years of
experience in our sector as SailTech, we are glad to offer services to you dear customers:
Coating Thickness Gauge (Nitrometer)
Chip Tuning Box Devices (ecoobd)
Auto Diagnostic Tool (iobd2)
And the device we have just produced and put on the market: OBDplus Auto
Management Devices
You can find further information about OBDplus Auto Management Devices on this page.
Our effort to present the best service and the most qualified product to you continues
every day increasingly.
Best regards,
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• Clearing Auto Trouble Codes (A First)
• Remote Management with Cloud Technology
•
•

Determine Geographical Border
Detailed Reporting for 60 days

• Multi-Auto Management with Fleet
Management
• Live Tracking
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No Installation!

No Mounting

PLUG
AND PLAY

Plug-and-play
Just plug OBD plus into OBD2 connector of your car to use
OBDplus. No need for installation. Therefore, you can use it
whenever and in whatever car you
wish.
Supporting all brands
OBDplus supports all 2000 model vehicles having Obd
socket.
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Reading Fault Codes
It shows you all fault codes related to your car.

Auto Health

Clearing Fault Codes
It shows you all fault codes related to your car and gives you
an opportunity to clear them.
Switching off malfunction indicator lamp
In case there is a problem to start your engine, it provides you
to switch malfunction indicator lamp and get back on the road
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Live Tracking
Engine Temperature- Power Supply Voltage
When your car is on the move, you can transiently follow engine
temperature and power supply voltage values. If you wish, you
can enable to get a notification in threshold value. Therefore, you
will have already found a complete solution for problems that the
power supply is out while your car is on the move or stopped.
Summary of Driving Warning
It is a brief summary of warning received as part of conditions
you have determined related to your car. Therefore, you can
interfere in possible situations and even when your car is far
away from you, you can enable to use your car under these
conditions.
Summary of Fault Code
You can see the last 5 faults in failure of electronics and engine of
your car and details of these faults. Also, you can see their
description in Turkish and clear them. No more take into service
to turn off the malfunction indicator lamp with OBDplus
recognizing all generic trouble codes.
Daily, Weekly, Monthly Driving and Consumption Reports
In addition to instant consumption values of your car on live
tracking screen, you can see daily, weekly and monthly fuel
consumption and road reports fast.
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Determine Limitation for Your Car
Geographical limitation
Draw an area where your vehicles have to be with
a simple motion on your management panel and
get the information when your vehicles go
beyond or inside the limit. Determine your
working site with the limit violations.
Route Limitation
Determine a route and an arrival time for drivers
to prevent unnecessary fuel consumption and
time loss in driving. When the drivers sheer or
don’t arrive in time, get an instant notification to
you.
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Get Detailed Reports for 60 days!
General Reports
You can see and analyze several reports such as
Driving Time, Fuel Consumption, Taken Road, Limit
Violations, Speed Limit, Number of Idle High
100%
Speed, Long-distance Driving, High Temperature of
90%
Engine.
Driving Reports
80%
You can see your driving time, fuel consumption,
taken road and the time of the road you have
70%
taken in any date range and get detailed reports.
60%
Warning Reports
You can get reports that are expositional according 50%
to the date and the time and reports that are
40%
separated in terms of their types. Also, you can
instantly get the information about location and
30%
limits of every report from the report section.
Violation Reports
20%
It can determine all vehicles that go beyond the
10%
area you have determined while managing your
vehicle fleet. You can save your time and fuel by
0%
determining new routes and areas.
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Manage Your Car Fleet!
Multiple Auto Management
Follow all your vehicles on only one screen and have
knowledge of idling time, its stopping, live-data, health
status, driving habits, and traffic rules about your fleet.
Enrich your company with OBDplus Fleet
Management. Enrich your company with OBD plus
Fleet Management.
Organization
Send work orders via SMS or email to the cell phone of
the driver with the organization module
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New Services in New Year!
Control Road Condition with G-Sensor
ObdPlus can analyze G-Sensor data of your car, sudden
jolting and road condition. As SAIL TECH, road condition
maps will be published free of charge in 2016 under social
responsibility. Customers of ObdPlus will see road graphs
of their cars about the past and report them.

Driving Habits;
During your driving, ObdPlus give points for every trip by
analyzing live data of your car as driver-based. It informs
you when it has an excessive fall of points. Therefore, you
will have a guide for a safer and regular driving.
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Lock Your Car Remotely!
With engine block , you can lock your vehicle
anywhere.
You can take precautions against thieves by
locking your vehicles remotely with one click. All
you have to do is install the OBD plus tracking and
blocking system into your vehicle.
When tracking your vehicles with OBD plus, you
can see where they are every second. you can use
engine block system against negative effects.
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